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PART I - OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS

Al Overview

I . The Protection of Public Participation Act, 20I5 (*PPPA") was enacted to address a very

specific problem where litigation is being strategically used by rich and powerful interests as a

weapon to frighten, bully, intimidate and coerce people with opposing views on matters of public

interest into silence, hence the name, anti-SLAPP legislation (Strategic Litigation Against Public

Participation).r

2. The herein proceeding is a legitimate and bona fide libel action, the exact opposite of a

SLAPP proceeding. In this case, it is the applicants, Maia Bent and Lerners LLP, who have the

power, influence and resources to use the anti-SLAPP legislation (the "PPPA"), for the strategic

purpose of silencing the respondent from vindicating his name and holding the applicants

accountable for their defamatory communication which the Court of Appeal described as an

oounambiguous allegation of dishonesty and professional misconduct",2 which was oonot

accurate in anv sense"3 and resulted in severe injury, loss and damages to the plaintiff. Further,

the Court of Appeal found that in light of these findings, that it was open to Dr. Platnick to argue

that the defamatory statement was made oomaliciously or with reckless disregard for the truth or ...

was not appropriate to the legitimate purpose of the occasion ...".4 The respondent's libel action

is the very antithesis of what the legislature intendedthe PPPA to be used for. This was precisely

the danger The Advocates' Society had warned against prior to the passage of the legislation.s No

issue of national importance arises in this case. This is a fact specific case between the parties.

The public interest is served in allowing this matter to proceed to trial without any further delay.

3. The most egregious part of Ms. Bent's defamatory communication which resulted in Dr.

Platnick being blacklisted from working in the insurance industry, was the last sentence of her

publication which reads as follows: "This is not an isolated example as I had another file where

Hansard Debates (as side-barred), Resp. Record, tab 3-P.
Platnickv. Bent,2018 ONCA687,para.75 [Appeal Decision], App. Record,tab 4.

Appeal Decision, para.79,App. Record,tab 4.

Appeal Decision, para.90, App. Record,tab 4.
The Advocates' Society Submission to the Anti-SLAPP Advisory Panel Report (as side-barred),

I

2

J

4

5

Resp. Record, tab 3-S
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a

Dr. Platnick changed the doctor's decision from a marked to a moderate impairment",6

meaning that Dr. Platnick changed another doctor's conclusion without that doctor's knowledge

or consent, from a catastrophic impairment which entitled the claimant to significantly increased

benefits, to a non-catastrophic impairment which capped the claimant's benefits at a significantly

lower level. The destructive impact of this lie has devastated Dr. Platnick, personally and

professionally. Neither Ms. Bent nor Lerners have devoted a single sentence to this egregious

falsehood in their respective Memorandums of Argument. They have made no attempt to defend

this malicious lie and they are unable to identify a shred of evidence before Dunphy J. to support

this lie. On cross-examination, Ms. Bent effectively conceded that what she wrote was false,

stating "I am looking at the results of Dr. Dua's report. I have no reason to think those are not Dr.

Dua's conclusions ... I am assuming since Dr. Dua signed it, this was Dr. Dua's opinion".T

Further, Ms. Bent's counsel did not ask a single question of Dr. Platnick concerning this actual

false allegation at his cross-examination. There was not a single question about any discussions

between Dr. Platnick and Dr. Dua or Dr. Platnick changing any report. As just stated, the Court

of Appeal concluded that the only evidence in the record before the Court was that the allegation

was ttnot accurate in any sensett.

4. Within days of the publication of the November 10, 2014 defamatory communication on

the Ontario Trial Lawyers Association's (ooOTLA") Listserve, to 670 plaintiff personal injuries

lawyers, Dr. Platnick was already receiving telephone calls and e-mails from colleagues and co-

workers about it.8 Within a week or two of the publication of the libel, the blacklisting process

had begun.e This was long before the purported singular "leak" that lead to the republication of

the libel by Insurance Business Magazine on December 29,2014. This issue will be addressed in

more detail in response to the corresponding Leave Application brought by Lerners LLP. By way

of overview, it is the respondents' position that the defendants' defamatory communication was

so incendiary and explosive, that it immediately went viral, through multiple sources, something

that the Court of Appeal concluded was ooalmost inevitable".lO The applicants knew or ought to

6 Defamatory Communication, Resp. Record, tab 3-D.
7 Transcript of Evidence, Maia Bent, pp. 215-216, Resp. Record, tab 3-C.
8 Affidavit of Dr. Platnick, para.30, Resp. Record, tab 3-A.
e Affidavit of Dr. Platnick, paras. 10, 14,3 l, Resp. Record, tab 3-A.
r0 Appeal Decision, paru.107, App. Record,tab 4.
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have known that the explosive allegations against Dr. Platnick could not possibly be contained.

The applicants' position with respect to the purported "leak", strains the boundaries of credulity

and has no air of reality. Having regard to the fact that it had reached so many people in the

insurance industry and legal community so rapidly, it is clear that this intended leak had come

from multiple sources and leaked like a sieve. The Court of Appeal correctly held that this issue

can only be properly determined attrial and not on an expedited, preliminary summary, screening

motion.

5. Ms. Bent is high-jacking the free speech debate and erroneously holding herself out as a

champion of free speech to obfuscate her defamatory conduct and personal attack on Dr. Platnick,

By misappropriating the values and principles behind free speech, Ms. Bent seeks to justify her

egregious lie, with the result of destroying another person's life with impunity, without having

ever being held to account in a court of law. It is Ms. Bent who is using the PPPA as a strategic

weapon to silence Dr. Platnick. It is Ms. Bent who is using the PPPA to suppress the truth so that

her untruthful and'ounambiguous allegation of dishonesty and professional misconduct" is not

publically rebutted at trial, thereby denying Dr. Platnick the right to ever vindicate his name.

Understanding that anti-SLAPP motions are an expedited, preliminary, summary screening

motion, the Court of Appeal held that Dr. Platnick was entitled to his day in court.

6. There is nothing of public importance to Ms. Bent's proposed appeal. The real issues in

dispute are circumscribed to the parties themselves and of no interest to the general public. In fact,

having regard to the egregious, destructive and completely indefensible nature of Ms. Bent's libel

which, as stated above, neither Ms. Bent nor Lerners have even attempted to defend, her

defamatory speech should attract no or a minimal degree of speech protection. As a low value

exercise of speech, Ms. Bent's proposed appeal has no national importance. Both Leave

Applications are misconceived and misstated and ought to be denied.

7 . Further, the drafters of the PPPA specifically acknowledged that protecting reputation has

aquasi-constitutional status in Canada and is closely linked to individual security and the capacity

of persons to participate in a democratic society. They agreed that protecting reputation must be

given equal weight to freedom of expression in accordance with the careful balancing analysis

articulated by this Honourable Court. The drafters were clear in stating that protecting expression

7
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cannot be used as rhetorical cover for expression that wrongfully harms the reputation of others.

Therefore, principles of access to justice must be respected. The drafters were also clear in stating

that an action should only be dismissed when the harm complained of is "insignificant having

regard to the existing substantive law", adding that the PPPA "does not alter the substantive law

of defamation".lr The Court of Appeal interpreted the PPPA in a manner consistent with the

aforesaid intentions of the legislature. Ms. Bent and Lerners ask this Court to grant leave so they

can argue the opposite, clearly an untenable position that is contrary to the public interest. The

effect of Ms. Bent's argument is that she should never be held accountable for publishing an

egregiously damaging lie that destroyed Dr. Platnick's life and that having suffered that loss, Dr.

Platnick should be denied the right to vindicate that legal wrong.

BI False Allegation That Dr. Platnick Changed the Conclusion of Another Doctor's
Report

8. The Court of Appeal found that the oosting" or oomain thrust" of Ms. Bent's defamatory

communication was the assertion that, on two occasions, Dr. Platnick misrepresented or altered

the opinions of other medical experts with a view to depriving a claimant of a catastrophic

impairment classification to which the claimant was entitled. The Court stated that "They are

allegations of dishonesty and serious professional misconducto'.12

9. In addition to what is stated in the ooOverview" above, the Court of Appeal further found

that it was "undisputed that Dr. Dua chose to change her assessment ... Dr. Platnickts report

does not misrepresent the contents of Dr. Dua's ... report".13 In the context of qualified

privilege, the Court said that this libel was a 6(gratuitous and inaccurate attack on Dr. Platnick's

character" and that Ms. Bent was 'oreckless as to the truth of her allegationo'.la The Court

confirmed that Dr. Dua changed her own report and that Ms. Bent had no knowledge of the

interactions between Dr. Dua and Dr. Platnick and that Ms. Bent was reckless and therefore she

rr The Balance Shifts, Peter Downward (as side-baned), Resp. Record, tab 3-R; Anti-SLAPP
Advisory Panel Report (as side-barred), paras. 1,2,10,15,19,32,36,40,52,59-60,pp.709-718,
Resp. Record, tab 3-Q.
12 Appeal Decision, para.60,App. Record,tab 4,
r3 Appeal Decision, para.77, App. Record, tab 4;Dr. Dua's repoft (as side-baned), Resp. Record,
tab 3-E; Dr. Platnick's report summarizing Dr. Dua (as side-barred), Resp. Record, tab 3-F.
ra Appeal Decision, paru.92, App. Record,tab 4.
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went beyond the occasion of any qualified privilege.15 When Ms. Bent was asked if based on the

Dua report given to Dr. Platnick, she would agree that he did nothing wrong, her counsel said

ooDon't answer that question".l6 When asked to identify on the basis of Dr. Dua's final report,

where Dr. Platnick had changed the doctor's decision from marked to moderate impairment, her

counsel interjected again and said ttnost.tT Dr. Platnick had given extensive evidence confirming

why Ms. Bent's libel was completely false.l8 Dr. Platnick's evidence was unchallenged and

uncontradicted.

Cl The Consensus Issue

10. On the consensus issue, the Court of Appeal held that Ms. Bent had to show that the

allegations of dishonesty and professional misconduct implicit in her allegations were true.re The

Court accepted in the context of the anti-SLAPP motion, Dr. Platnick's extensive evidence on this

issue as being reasonable,20 including,that when seen in its proper context, no one could possibly

be misled by the word ooconsensus", and that in fact Ms. Bent was not the least bit misled.2l Furlher

the Court found that Dunphy J. erred in only focusing on the word'oconsensus" to the exclusion

of the context in which the word appeared.2z

11. More significant was the Courl's finding that Dunphy J. made a serious error of fact in

attributing to Dr. Platnick what was in fact a position put to him by Ms. Bent's counsel.23 The

Court found that Dunphy J.'s description of Dr. Platnick's explanation was oounreasonable" based

on his misunderstanding of the evidence.2a

12. The Court found that the ultimate resolution of the "consensus" issue could not be

determined on an expedited, preliminary, summary screening motion, but only after both sides

rs Appeal Decision, paras. 92-93,App. Record,tab 4.
l6 Transcript of Evidence, Maia Bent, p. 250, Resp. Record, tab 3-C.
l7 Transcript of Evidence, Maia Bent, p. 251, Resp. Record, tab 3-C.
18 Affidavit of Dr. Platnick, pp.65-72,92, Resp. Record, tab 3-A.
re Appeal Decision, para.62,App. Record,tab 4.
20 Appeal Decision, paras. 63,64,72,73, App. Record,tab 4.
2r Appeal Decision, para.65,App. Record,tab 4.
22 Appeal Decision, para.67, App. Record,tab 4.
23 Appeal Decision, para.68, App. Record,tab 4.
2a Appeal Decision, para.77, App. Record, tab 4.
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have had an opportunity to fully present evidence in the context of a trial or summary judgment

motion. For the pu{poses of the anti-SLAPP screening motion, the Court held that 'oa reasonable

trier could find Dr. Platnick's explanation sufficiently credible to conclude that Ms. Bent had not

established that the oosting" of the'oconsensus" allegation was true".25

13. The problem in this case was that the applicants' client, Dr. Carpenter, would not travel to

Ontario like she did for her own experts' catastrophic ("CAT") assessment, forcing the insurer to

retain doctors from Nova Scotia who were unfamiliar with Ontario law, a fact recognized by Ms.

Bent's own experts. Ms. Bent acknowledged that Dr. Platnick had a professional and ethical duty

to ensure that his CAT assessment complied with Ontario law,26 which is exactly what Dr. Platnick

did. Dr. Platnick explained in considerable detail that when he applied the Nova Scotia doctors'

medical findings in a way that was in compliance with Ontario law, as he was required to do, there

was in fact a consensus that Dr. Carpenter was not CAT. This is incontrovertible. Dr. Platnick

objected to Ms. Bent's cheny picking one word from his report ("consensus") completely out of

context, thereby distorting the true facts.27 On no less than 22 separate occasions in his two short

reports, Dr. Platnick was clear and unequivocal in stating that all calculations, ratings and

conclusions were his and his alone.28 No reader would be misled and no reader was misled.

14. As a result of the problem caused by the Nova Scotia doctors not being able to do a CAT

assessment rating in accordance with Ontario law, Ms. Bent conceded that her own experts said

that there was no true consensus entirely apart from the fact that the Nova Scotia doctors did not

sign the consensus signature page which, by industry practice, was necessary before the report

would be considered a true consensus report.29

25 Appeal Decision, paras. 72-73, App. Record,tab 4.
26 Transcript of Evidence, Maia Bent, p. 113, Resp. Record, tab 3-C
27 Affidavit of Dr. Platnick, pp.32-33,35-36,39,42,46,52-54,56,59,62-64,89-9l,Resp. Record,
tab 3-A; Transcript of Evidence, Dr. Platnick, pp,92-93,95-96,101, 106-107, Resp. Record, tab
3-B.
28 Dr. Platnick's Catastrophic Determination Impairment Report, October 8,2009, Resp. Record,

tab 3-H; Dr. Platnick's Addendum Report, August 16,2010, Resp. Record, tab 3-I.
2e Transcript of Evidence, Maia Bent, pp. 95, 105, Resp. Record, tab 3-C; Report, Kaplan &
Kaplan, Resp. Record, tab 3-J; Dr. Platnick's draft report with consensus signature page, Resp.
Record, tab 3-G.
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PART II - STATEMENT OF ISSUES

15. The sole issue is whether this Application for Leave raises issues of national and public

importance. With respect, this fact specific case does not.

PART III - STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT

Dl National and Public Importance

16. The case-at-bar is not one of national or public importance. There is no conflict between

Courts of Appeal of different provinces on issues that should be dealt with uniformly; this case

does not involve the interpretation of an important federal statute or provincial statute that exists

in several provinces; the applicant does not raise any constitutional issue;30 nor is this a situation

where it is unlikely - unless leave were granted - for a question of national importance to reach

this Court for determination.3l

17. At present, the only province that has an expedited preliminary summary anti-SLAPP

screening procedure as reflected in ss. 137.1 to 137.2 of the Courts of Justice Act,32 is Ontario.

Contrary to the applicant's submissions, British Columbia has not yet enacted a new anti-SLAPP

provision (having revoked its previous, abuse of process-focused legislation),33 and any such

enactment and the form it will ultimately take is a matter of speculation.3a There is therefore no

iurisprudence on the issue from British Columbia, let alone any interprovincial conflict. Any

future question of national importance or conflict of laws is speculative and premature.

18. Moreover, s. 137.1's operation is a matter of civil procedure specific to Ontario, and has

been ruled upon definitively by a unanimous panel of the Court of Appeal in six different cases,

after lengthy consideration during the 14 months the Court reserved its Judgments.3s In all but

30 MacDonaldv. Montreal (City) [1986] 1 S.C.R. 460,atparas. 150-151.
3t International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. Winnipeg Builders' Exchange U96ll S.C.R.
628, at p. 636.
32 R.s.o. 1990, c. c.43, as amended.
33 1f 04604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association,20lS ONCA 685, para. 47 .

34 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, para.3, App. Record, tab 6.
3s 1f 04604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointe,s Protection Association, supra; Appeal Decision, App. Record,
tab 4; Armstrong v. Corus Entertainment Lnc.,2018 ONCA 689; Able Translations Ltd. v. Express
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two of the six cases,36 the Court of Appeal found for the defendants and struck the plaintiffs'

claims, belying any concern raised by the applicant that there now exists - by virtue of the Court

of Appeal's legalrulingonthe operationof s. 137.1-athreatto freedomof expressiononmatters

of public interest.

El Applicant's Issue #1: The Proper Scope of the Court's Inquiry

(D Dunphy J.'s Strict Approach Creates a Safe Haven for Defamation

19. The Court of Appeal properly ruled on the legal operation of s. 137.1 in a manner that

reflects both the common law, the reality of the timelines built into the section, and the fact that it

is an expedited, preliminary, summary screening motion on a highly circumscribed evidentiary

record,37 and not a summary judgment motion with HryniaF8 compliant protections.3e The core

issue in all six cases before the Court of Appeal, and the issue raised by the applicant herein, is the

operation of subsection (4). The Court of Appeal properly rejected the unreasonable approach

advocated by the applicants on the basis that it would most definitely lead to the dismissal of many

meritorious claims, where the public interest is in having those claims adjudicated at trial in the

normal course.40 Contrary to the applicant's support for a draconian law going far beyond the

policy interests of anti-SLAPP legislation, the Court below struck the right balance by employing

the reasonableness standard all exercises ofjudicial discretion require. As the Court held, "Judicial

decision-making is antithetical to decisions based on unreasonable or speculative grounds. A

statute that requires a judge to have "grounds to believe" implicitly requires that those grounds be

reasonable".4l

International Translations lnc.,2018 ONCA 690; Fortress Real Developments Inc. v. Rabidottx,
201 8 ONCA 686; and Veneruzzo v. Storey,2018 ONCA 688.
36 Appeal Decision, App. Record, tab 4; Veneruzzo v. Storey, 2018 ONCA 688.
37 lZ0q60+ Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, supre, paras. 76-77.
38 Hryniakv. Mauldin,2014 SCC 7.
3e1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes ProtectionA,ssociation, supra,paras. 68-78,82.
401704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes ProtectionA,ssociqtion, supra,paras. 41-42.
4t 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, ,v.tpre, para. 69.
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20. The Court ruled in all six cases that a claim will be struck if, once the defendant shows that

the words-at-issue are a matter public interest,a2 the plaintiff fails to demonstrate reasonable

grounds to believe any of the following: (a) that their claim could succeed and the defences raised

fail at trial;43 and (b) that the private harms suffered by the plaintiff outweigh the public harm in

restricting free expression.aa

21. In the context of the case-at-bar, the Court of Appeal correctly stated the test in subsection

(4Xa) (the merits-based analysis) as follows: ooCould a reasonable trier conclude that Dr. Platnick

had a real chance of establishing that he was libeled, and could a reasonable trier conclude that

Ms. Bent had no valid defence to the allegation? If affirmative answers to both questions were

within the range of conclusions reasonably available on the motion record, Dr. Platnick had met

his onus under s. 137.l(a)(a)" and had the right to proceed with his action in the ordinary course.45

The Court of Appeal stated that on the limited evidentiary record as it presently exists, it was

reasonable that a trial Court would find that Dr. Platnick's defamation claim would succeed and

that Ms. Bent's defences would not.a6

22. As for subsection (4Xb) (the interests-based analysis), the Court stated the test in the case-

at-bar as follows: Without diminishing the public interest in protecting comments made to

promote the effective administration of justice, does the potential "very serious" harm to Dr.

Platnick outlined in his evidence outweigh the public interest in protecting Ms. Bent's expression

to such a degree that "the public interest requires that he be allowed to pursue his claim in the

normal course".47 The Court of Appeal found that Ms. Bent could have expressed herself about

the administration ofjustice without naming Dr. Platnick at all, let alone defaming him, and that

the o'very serious" economic and professional harms outlined in the evidentiary record therefore

421704604 Ontario Ltd. v, Pointes Protection Association, supra, paras. 94-95; Appeal Decision,
para. 38, App. Record,tab 4.
43 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes ProtectionAssociation, supra,paras. 75-76;Appeal Decision,
para.44, App. Record,tab 4.
44 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, supra, paras. 94-95; Appeal Decision,
paras. 96-99, App. Record, tab 4.
asAppeal Decision, para.44, App. Record,tab 4.
a6Appeal Decision, paras. 53, 56-57, 67-94, App. Recotd, tab 4.
aTAppeal Decision, paras. 97 -99 , I 09- I I 0, App. Reco rd, tab 4.
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made it within the public interest that Dr. Platnick's defamation claim proceed to trial in the normal

fashion.as

23. The applicants are urging this Court to grant leave to argue for a new, unprecedented

standard of proof for an expedited, preliminary, summary screening motion, erroneously taken

from a federal immigration statute, and employed by Dunphy J., but firmly rejected by the Court

of Appeal: the "Compelling and Credible Evidentiary Approach".4e The Court below noted that

the approach in the immigration case suited a context where the issue was whether crimes against

humanit)'had been committed where there had been a full evidentiary record following 24 days of

hearing; and the statute itself had proscribed the standard of proof.sO The applicants are now

attempting to impose this statutory standard of proof onto s. 137.1 by reference to yet another

federal statute (the Competition Act)sl and the Federal Court of Appeal case of CarGurus, Inc. v.

Trader Corp.s2 The issue in that case, however, was not the legal test or the standard of proof -
as herein - but rather, whether the evidentiary record adduced met the statutory test of 'osubstantial

effbcts" to merit a competition investigation.s3 The applicants' argument is misconceived for a

variety of reasons, including her failure to distinguish between the evidentiary burden on an

expedited, preliminary summary anti-SLAPP motion and the evidentiary burden necessary to

prove a crime against humanity at the actual substantive hearing, on the merits. The Court of

Appeal properly rejected this untenable argument.

24. In Pointessa, the Court correctly drew the more appropriate analogy to judicial screening

in both civil and criminal litigation, noting that the purpose of screening varies depending on the

context, and that o'Judges engaged in pretrial screening generally do not make ... findings of fact

a8Appeal Decision, paras. 100-110, App. Record, tab 4.
ae Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, paras. 33-40, App. Record, tab 6;
Appeal Decision, paras. 46-48, App. Record,tab 4.
s0Appeal Decision, paras. 47-48,App. Record,tab 4.
5r RSC 1985, c. c-34.
s22or7 FCA 181.
s3 CarGurus, Inc. v. Trader Corporation,20lT FCA 181, paras. 21,23.
s4 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Associqtion, supra.
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in relation to the issues on which the litigation turns, credibility determinations, or any ultimate

assessment of the merits of a claim or a defence.55

25. The applicant claims in her submissionss6 that the Court of Appeal has improperly lowered

the standard of proof in s. 137.1(a)(a) (the merits analysis), creating a new "potentially credible"

standard of proof. The Court of Appeal did no such thing. Firstly, in Pointes and in the five appeal

decisions other than the instant one, the words "potentially credible" do not appear. In the instant

case, the Court used the term in analyzing the evidence in s. I37 .4(b) (the interests analysis) with

respect to Dr. Platnick's evidence of pecuniary damages (see para. 38 below).57 Notwithstanding

the preliminary nature of the motion and the fact that Dunphy J. had only given Dr. Platnick 25

days to file his responding record, Dr. Platnick had produced extensive evidence of his damages,

including an accountant's report quantifying his financial loss to that point in time. The applicant's

argument that the Court of Appeal has created some new evidentiary standard of proof is

unsupported by the reasoning of the Court below, and is wholly without merit. The practical

implication of what the applicant is seeking through a potential appeal is the wholesale reform of

the law of defamation through the procedural mechanism of the Courts of Justice lcf, something

the Court of Appeal rightly rejected. The goal is to foster free expression on matters of public

interest, not to create a safe haven for defamation. The Court of Appeal in its six unanimous

judgments, ensured that such an injustice and the implicit - and impermissible - gutting of the

common law of defamation through the back door could not continue.

(ii) The Court of Appeal's Approach to S. 137.1(a)(a) Best Fulfils the Legislative
Objectives of S. 137.1 While Respecting the Law of Defamation

26. In terms of the s. 137.1(a)(a) merits-based hurdle, the Court ruled that the correct test is

whether the evidentiary record provides a reasonable basis for believing that the claim has

substantial merit and that there is no valid defence,s8 taking into account: (i) what can reasonably

be expected of the plaintiff at such an early stage in the litigation;se 1ii; that the defendant is not

ss 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, supra,para.74.
s6 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, paras. 36-40, App. Record, tab 6.
si Appeal Decision, para.108, App. Record, tab 4.
s8 Appeal Decision, para.49, App. Record,tab 4.
se 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, supra,para. 81.
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even required to serve a statement of defence; (iii) that the motion must be heard within 60 days;

(iv) that cross-examinations are limited to a total of seven hours for each side; (v) that the timing

of the motion and the limits on cross-examination are not conducive to either party putting its "best

foot forward", as is expected in summary judgment proceedings; and (vi) that the motion records

will be more abbreviated than would be expected at a later point in the proceedings. As such, the

Court cautioned that when assessing the merits in s. 137. 1(4)(a), the motion judge cannot approach

the record as if it were a trial record or even a Rule 20 summary judgment record.60 This is

particularly pronounced herein, where critical evidence proving the plaintiff s case in defeating

any possible defences was not in the possession of the plaintiff or under the plaintiff s direction or

control. It is not the purpose of the PPPA to give the applicants the enormous and decisive tactical

litigation advantage they seek.

27. Given the foregoing limitations, the Court warned that "fm]otion judges must be careful

that s. 137. 1 motions do not slide into de faclo summary judgment motions. If the motion record

raises serious questions about the credibility of affiants and the inferences to be drawn from

competing primary facts, the motion judge must avoid taking a'deep dive' into the ultimate merits

of the claim under the guise of the much more limited merits analysis required by s. 137.1(4)(a)".

Where a proper merits analysis requires the Court to go further and make ultimate findings of fact

or credibility, the motion judge should advise the parties that summary judgment would provide a

more suitable vehicle for an expeditious and early resolution of the claim".6l

28. Accordingly, the applicant's argument that the Court of Appeal erred in not showing the

same deference to Dunphy J.'s ruling as would normally be shown in an appeal of a summary

judgment motion,62 or in any lower Court judgment,63 is without merit. There is a prodigious

difference between a summary judgment motion on a full, tested and complete evidentiary record

without any legislative time limits, and the expedited, preliminary, summary screening procedures

with striet timelines of a s. 137.1 motion regardless of urgency or complexity.64 Moreover, even

in the context of a full evidentiary record (which was not the case here), findings of fact are

60 1f04604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes ProtectionAssociation, sLtpt'e,paras. 76-77.
6t 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Associcrtion, sltpre,para.78.
62 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, paras. 44-46, App. Record,tab 6.
63 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, paras. 56-58, App. Record,tab 6.
64 1f04604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes ProtectionAssociation,,supro,paras. 73-78,8L
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reviewable by an Appeal Court where the original Court exercised its discretion "based on a

misunderstanding of the law or of the evidence before him or on an inference that particular facts

existed or did not exist", and failed to consider all relevant factors, or where justice demands

appellate intervention.65 All of the reasons for deference - that the trial judge had the advantage of

"hearing the parties and is in the best position to weigh the equities of a case"66 - do not exist in

the context of a s. 137.1 screening motion. The Court of Appeal clearly stated that key factual

findings of Justice Dunphy were wrong and unreasonable in and of themselves, as well as

misguided by clear effors of law. The Court does not have to use the actual words "palpable and

overriding" errors. The Court used stronger language by holding that Dunphy J.'s finding of facts

on key issues were simply wrong and not supported by the evidence.6T

29. Conscious of a Court's limited screening role, and the limited evidentiary record and

timelines, the Court of Appeal concluded that "[a]n evaluation of potential merit based on a
ogrounds to believe' standard contemplates a limited weighing ofthe evidence, and, in some cases,

credibility evaluations" since bald pleadings will not suffice to meet the test of "grounds to

believe", however, "the question is not whether the motion judge views the evidence as credible,

but rather whether, on the entirety of the material, there are reasonable grounds to believe that a

reasonable trier could accept the evidence".68

30. Responding to the problematicoono valid defence" provision in s. 137.l(a)(a)(ii), the Court

of Appeal held that "[t]he section would be unworkable if the plaintiff were required to address all

potential defences and demonstrate that none had any validity". The onus rests on the plaintiff to

convince the motion judge that, looking at the motion record through the reasonableness lens, a

trier could conclude that none of the defences advanced would succeed. If that assessment is

among those reasonably available on the record, the plaintiff has met its onus".6e It is respectfully

submitted that there is no reason to doubt the correctness of the Court of Appeal's sensible and

ut n. &.) v. Children's Aid Society o.f Metropolitan Toronto, [1995] I S.C.R. 315, paras. 144-146.
uu n. &.) v. Children',s Aid Society of Metropolitan'[oronto, supra, para. 146.
67 Appeal Decision, paras. 67,68,77,78-83,87,90,93,100, 101, 106, l07,l}g,App. Record, tab
4.
68 1704604 Ontario Lt:d. v. Pointe,s ProtectionAssociation, suprq)para,82.
6e 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointe,s Protection As,sociation, supra, paras. 83-84; Appeal Decision,
para.51, App. Record, tab 4.
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workable ruling in this regard. The applicants' approach will lead to a serious miscaniage of

justice by having meritorious claims dismissed on a preliminary screening motion with the effect

of creating a safe haven for defamation and radically changing the law of defamation without

amending the Libel and Slander Act.

31. In the case-at-bar, the defences put into play by Ms. Bent were substantial justification and

qualified privilege. As found by the Court of Appeal, the "sting" or "main thtust" of the

defamatory allegations are the assertion that, "on two occasions, Dr. Platnick misrepresented or

altered the opinions of other medical experts with a view to depriving a claimant of a catastrophic

impairment classification to which the claimant was entitled. They are allegations of dishonesty

and serious professional misconduct".T0

32. On the consensus issue, the Court of Appeal properly criticized Dunphy J.'s narrow focus

on the word "consensus" and held that to meet the justification defence, Ms. Bent had to show that

her allegations of dishonesty and professional misconduct were substantially true.Tl In reviewing

Dunphy J.'s decision, the Court of Appeal found that His Honour had "misstated Dr. Platnick's

position" and that his description of Dr. Platnick's evidence was inaccurate and simply a

restatement of the position put to Dr. Platnick by Ms. Bent's counsel on cross-examination - a

position Dr. Platnick unambiguously rejected. As such, "[t]he motion judge's description of Dr.

Platnick's explanation as 'nonsensical' was, in [the Court's] view, unreasonable and based on a

misunderstanding of his evidence".72

33. On the more serious Dr. Dua issue, the Court of Appeal found that Dunphy J.'s palpable

and overuiding error was in replacing the actual words in Ms. Bent's e-mail with Ms. Bent's

submission of what she meant. The Court of Appeal held that the actual statement in Ms. Bent's

e-mail was that it was Dr. Platnick who "physically changed 'the doctor's [Dr. Dua's] decision',

or that he misrepresented that decision. The evidence on the motion establishes that the allegation

in the e-mail that Dr. Platnick 'changed the doctor's [Dr. Dua's] decision' is not accurate in any

sense", resulting in the Court's finding that" ... Dr. Platnick met his onus of presenting reasonable

70 Appeal Decision, paras. 59,62,75, App. Record, tab 4.
TrAppeal Decision, paras. 57, 62, App. Record, tab 4.
72 AppealDecision, paras. 67-68,71, App. Record, tab 4.
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grounds to believe that the justification defence advanced by Ms. Bent could not succeed in respect

of her allegation that Dr. Platnick had changed the decision of another doctor".73 Therefore, on

both the consensus and Dr. Dua issues, in addition to finding that Dunphy J. had made an error of

law with respect to the justification defence, the Court of Appeal ruled that Dunphy J.'s findings

of fact were palpable and oveniding errors based upon a misapprehension of the evidence before

him. In this regard, the applicant's argument that the Court of Appeal improperly interfered with

the factual findings of Dunphy J. is entirely without merit.Ta

34. On the defence of qualified privilege, assuming without deciding whether the occasion met

the criteria of qualified privilege, the issue was whether Ms. Bent had exceeded the occasion of

the privilege, a question of law that Dunphy J. had failed to deal with correctly.is The evidence

disclosed that "Dr. Dua changed her own report".76 The Court of Appeal held that based on this

evidence, Ms. Bent's allegation "could reasonably be seen as a gratuitous and inaccurate attack on

Dr. Platnick's character" and that "Ms. Bent was reckless as to the truth of her allegation". Further,

the Court of Appeal held that "much of the information relevant to the administration of justice

concerns could have been equally and effectively revealed without refening to Dr. Platnick...".77

The Court correctly concluded as follows: "A reasonable trier could conclude that Ms. Bent went

beyond the occasion of qualified privilege when she made that allegation. In other words, there

are reasonable grounds to believe that the defence would not succeed attrral and is therefore not a

'valid defence' within the meaning of s. I37 )()(a)(ii)".t8

35. In Grant v. Torstar this Court was clear in stating that "the threshold for fqualified]

privilege remains high and the criteria for reciprocal duty and interest required to establish it

unclear".Te Further having regard to the factors stated by the House of Lords in Reynolds v, Times

Newspapers Ltd. and Others,8o the issue of qualified privilege in this case cannot possibly be

resolved on an expedited, preliminary, summary, screening motion and should only be considered

73 Appeal Decision, paras. 78-84, App. Record,tab 4.
74 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, paras. 4I-46,App. Record,tab 6.
7s Appeal Decision, para. 88, App. Record,tab 4.
76 Appeal Decision, para.77,92 App. Record, tab 4.
77 Appeal Decision, para. 109, App. Record,tab 4.
TsAppeal Decision, para.93, App. Record,tab 4.
7e Grant v. Torstar Corp.,2009 SCC 61, atpara.37.
80 Reynolds v. Times Newspapers Ltd. and Others [1999] 4 ALL ER 609 (H.L.), pp. 18-19.
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Fl

by the Court on the basis of tested evidentiary trial record where important credibility findings will

be paramount.

36. In addition, the issue of malice cannot possibly be addressed on an expedited, preliminary,

summary, screening motion. As the Court of Appeal stated in Cusson v. Quanst and the House of

Lords in Reynolds,82 "malice is notoriously difficult to prove" . In Hill v. Church of Scientology,

in addition to "spite or ill-will", malice was found to include "any indirect motive or ulterior

purpose that conflicts with the sense of duty or mutual interest which the occasion created ...

Malice may also be established by showing that the defendants spoke dishonestly, or in knowing

or reckless disregard for the truth", or in a manner that is "high-handed and careless", exceeding

the legitimate purpose of the occasion, exactly what Dr. Platnick has alleged and the Court of

Appeal has found for the purpose of the anti-SLAPP motion.83

Applicantos Issue #2: Competing Interests - The Court of Appeal's Approach to S.

137.1(4Xb) Is Unassailable and the Most Suitable Approach to the Limitations in a

Preliminary Screening Motion

37 . On the issue of s. 137.1(4)(b) - the balancing of public interest and private harm-based

hurdle, the Court of Appeal correctly held that (i) harm to the plaintiff will be measured primarily

by the monetary damages suffered or likely to be suffered, as well as a non-monetary component

because "the preservation ofone's good reputation or one's personal privacy have inherent value

beyond the monetary value of a claim. Both are tied to an individual's liberty and security interests

and can, in the appropriate circumstances, be taken into account in assessing the harm caused to

the plaintiff by the defendant's expression"; (ii) even though it is not reasonable given the strict

timelines to expect the plaintiff to produce a fully-developed damages brief, the plaintiff must

provide some basis upon which the motions judge can make an assessment of harm, at least at a

general or "ballpark" level, about the nature and quantum of the damages suffered or likely to be

8t Cussonv. Quan 87 O.R. (3d)241,para,136.
82 Reynolds tt. Tintes Newspalters Ltd. and Others, suptu,p. 15.
83 Hill v. Church of Scientolog,t of'Toronto,ll995l2 S.C.R. 1 130, paras . 145,141,156; Statement
of Claim, para. 24, App. Record, tab 7 .
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suffered; and (iii) some evidence to link the challenged expression to damages that are more than

nominal.sa

38. The Court of Appeal was coffect in noting that based on both Hill v. Church of

Scientologyssand Grant v. Torstar Corp.,86 Dr. Platnick's damages were potentially significant

because he faced serious allegations of professional dishonesty from a prominent member of the

bar.87 Dr. Platnick submitted an accountant's report confirming substantial pecuniary losses as

well as evidence of the causal and temporal connection between Ms. Bent's e-mail and the ensuing

loss of business.ss The evidence confirmed that Dr. Platnick was blacklisted and was told that he

was being blacklisted as a direct result of Ms. Bent's allegations of dishonesty and professional

misconduct. Given the impossibility of compiling the kind of evidentiary record that would be

possible in either a summary judgment motion or for trial, the Court of Appeal correctly identified

that there was sufficient evidence upon which to draw a reasonable inference that had Ms. Bent

not defamed Dr. Platnick in her e-mail to hundreds of others, the allegations of professional

misconduct and dishonesty would not have reached the insurance industry, and they would not

have blacklisted him.

39. The Court of Appeal also made no mistake in examining the quality of expression in the

subsection (4Xb) balancing of rights test, noting that "a statement that contains deliberate

falsehoods, gratuitous personal attacks, or vulgar and offensive language may still be an expression

that relates to a matter of public interest [but] the public interest in protectin g that speech will be

less than would have been the case had the same message been delivered without the lies, vitriol,

and obscenities".8e Similarly, the Court of Appeal was correct in holding that the right to litigate

defamation will be given far more weight where credible damage was done to a person's financial,

business, or reputational interests than where the evidentiary record points to an intent to shut

down negative publicity, in effect, the raison d'etre of the anti-SLAPP provision. To this end,

the Court stated that the following indicia of a SLAPP action should be considered: (i) whether

841704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association,2018 ONCA 685, paras. 88,90-92.
8s Hill v. Church of Scientolog,t of Toronto, supra.
86 Grant v. Torstar Corp., supra.
87 Appeal Decision, para. 101, App. Record, tab 4.
88 Appeal Decision, para. 103, 106, App. Record, tab 4.
8e I 7 04604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, supro, para. 94 .
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there is a history of the plaintiff using litigation or the threat of litigation to silence critics (in this

case the evidence confirms Dr. Platnick has never done such a thing); (ii) whether there exists as

between the plaintiff and defendant a financial or power imbalance that strongly favours the

plaintiff (in this case the power balances weighs heavily in favour of the applicants); (iii) whether

it appears that there is a punitive or retributory purpose animating the plaintiffs bringing of the

claim (in this case the facts confirm that it was the applicants who had a punitive/retributory

purpose in attacking Dr. Platnick); and (iv) whether the plaintiff suffered only minimal or nominal

damages (in this case Dr. Platnick was destroyed personally and professionally - a business built

over 20 years, wiped-out).eo

40. Employing these tests, the Court of Appeal found that: (i) Ms. Bent engaged in a gratuitous

personal attack that had nothing to do with the issue of the administration ofjustice; (ii) there was

"no evidence of a power imbalance"; and (iii) "no suggestion that Dr. Platnick routinely resorts to

litigation or threats of litigation to silence critics".el Further, on a reasonableness standard

appropriate to a screening motion, Dr. Platnick had adduced evidence of his loss of $578,949.00

in insurance-related work (supported by an accountant's report) beginning within a week or two

of Ms. Bent's e-mail, all of which went unchallenged. e2 The Court of Appeal correctly held that

on a common-sense, and reasonable review of the necessarily limited evidentiary record, the

temporal connection reasonably suggested a causal connection, and that even if insurance

companies had no reason to believe Ms. Bent's allegations of professional misconduct, "from the

insurers' perspective, it would be easier to retain an expert who was not tainted by those

allegations".e3

41. The applicant argues that the Court of Appeal erred in not considering s. 25 of the Libel

and Slander Actea (the only non-Courts ofJustice Acl amendment created by Ontario's anti-SLAPP

legislation) which protects the validity of the defence of qualified privilege even where the

e0 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association, supro; para. 95; Appeal Decision,
paras. 98-99, App. Record,tab 4.
er Appeal Decision, paras. 87 , 90, 93, 109, 100, 106, App. Recor d, tab 4.
e2 Appeal Decision, para.103, App. Record,tab 4,
e3 Appeal Decision, paras. 103-104, 106, App. Record, tab 4.
e4 R.s.o. 1990, c.L.r2, as amended.
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impugned statement is leaked.es Section 25 has no application to the Court of Appeal's reasoning

because, for the purposes of the s. 137.1 motion, the Court of Appeal found that the defence of

qualified privilege could reasonably be found to be invalid on account of the fact that Ms. Bent

went beyond the occasion of the privilege, rendering s. 25 of the Libel and Slander Act wholly

inapplicable. Further, Dr. Platnick is alleging malice.

42. In response to the applicant's argument about the alleged inviolability of Dunphy J.'s

foreseeability and republication findings,e6 the Court of Appeal corrected Dunphy J.'s enors of

law and then applied the proper legal test to the evidence. Nevertheless, the Court of Appeal did

in fact find Dunphy J.'s findings of fact "highly debatable" and "unreasonable"eT - in effect - a

matter of palpable and overriding error. As to the errors of law, the Court held that Dunphy J.

"erred by approaching the question of Dr. Platnick's damages as if he was making a damage

assessment at the end of a trial".e8 Correcting for this eror of law and using a reasonable grounds

test to assess the evidence, the Court of Appeal found that it was 'oalmost inevitable that an e-mail

sent to several hundred people involved in acting for claimants injured in motor vehicle accidents,

alleging serious improprieties on the part of a medical expert routinely used by insurers, would

rapidly find a much broader audience. That is in fact what happened".ee

43. The applicant's argument that it was the republication of the libel and not Ms. Bent's

original libel which was the proximate cause of Dr. Platnick's damagesr00 is belied by the fact that

the evidence confirms that Dr. Platnick was blacklisted within weeks of the November 10,2014

libel and well before the December 29, 2014 republication. Further, at Ms. Bent's cross-

examination, the respondent requested disclosure of the name of the leaker, if one existed. The

applicant refused that question, and on motion to Dunphy J., His Honour ruled in their favour,

foreclosing the possibility of there being any evidence at the motion to challenge the applicants'

argument that they are not responsible for the damages to Dr. Platnick, but that some leaker was

so implicated. In formulating the correct test for evaluating the evidence on a s. 137.1 motion, the

e5 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, para.53,App. Record,tab 6.
e6 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, paras. 48-58, App. Record,tab 6.
e7 Appeal Decision, paras. l0l-l09,App. Record,tab 4.
e8 Appeal Decision, para. 108, App. Record,tab 4.
ee Appeal Decision, para. 107, App. Record,tab 4.
r00 Memorandum of Argument of the Applicant, Maia Bent, para.49, App. Record,tab 6.
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Court of Appeal ensured that these kinds of tactics would not affect the result, as the Court

recognized - and as discussed previously herein - that a s. 137.1 motion is neither a trial nor a

summary judgment motion, but a screening motion where the time limits mandated by the

procedural section do not permit the formulation of a fulsome evidentiary record upon which

ultimate findings of fact and credibility can be made. For this reason, justice may only be done,

defamation law preserved, and the anti-SLAPP provision properly applied, through a reasonable

grounds analysis, which is what the Court of Appeal did.

44. SLAPP litigation is strategic by definition, brought with an aim to threaten legitimate

critics into silence with "trumped up" claims that have no real chance of success. In the case-at-

bar, the litigation commenced is not strategic. Rather, it is a legitimate quest for justice following

a life-altering defamation by a respected member of the bar. The goal is not intimidation, but

justice. The anti-SLAPP provisions of the Courts of Justice Act are not to be employed as a sword

to create a safe haven for defamation. There is simply no reason for this Court to grant the

applicant leave to appeal when the Court of Appeal has thoughtfully ensured the proper judicial

and societal balance of interests in the operation of s. 137.1.

PART IV - SUBMISSIONS ON COSTS

45. The respondents request their costs of this Application in any event of the cause.

PARTV_ORDERSOUGHT

46. The respondents respectfully request that the

with costs in any event of the cause.

lication for Leave to Appeal be denied

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 28 of November, 2018.

Timothy S. B. Danson

Delavar

A
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Protection of Public Participation Act,2015, S.O. 20150 c.23

3. The Act is amended by adding the following sections:

PnpvBnrtoN oF PRocEEDINGS rHAT LIturr FRnnoom oF ExpRESSToN oN M.ltrsRs on
Punlrc INrnRBsr (Glc PnocnnolNcs)

Dismissal of proceeding that limits debate

Purposes

137.1(1) The purposes of this section and sectionsl3T.2to I37.5 are,

(a) to encourage individuals to express themselves on matters of public interest;

(b) to promote broad participation in debates on matters of public interest;

(c) to discourage the use of litigation as a means of unduly limiting expression on matters of
public interest; and

(d) to reduce the risk that participation by the public in debates on matters of public interest

will be hampered by fear of legal action.

Defi nitiono ooexpression"

(2) In this section,

"expression" means any communication, regardless of whether it is made verbally or non-
verbally, whether it is made publicly or privately, and whether or not it is directed at a

person or entity.

Order to dismiss

(3) On motion by a person against whom a proceeding is brought, a judge shall, subject to
subsection (4), dismiss the proceeding against the person if the person satisfies the judge that the
proceeding arises from an expression made by the person that relates to a matter of public
interest.

No dismissal

(4) A judge shall not dismiss a proceeding under subsection (3) if the responding party satisfies
the judge that,

(a) there are grounds to believe that,

(i) the proceeding has substantial merit, and

(ii) the moving party has no valid defence in the proceeding; and

28
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(b) the harm likely to be or have been suffered by the responding party as a result of the

moving pafty's expression is sufficiently serious that the public interest in permitting the
proceeding to continue outweighs the public interest in protecting that expression.

No further steps in proceeding

(5) Once a motion under this section is made, no further steps may be taken in the proceeding by
any party until the motion, including any appeal of the motion, has been finally disposed of.

No amendment to pleadings

(6) Unless a judge orders otherwise, the responding party shall not be permitted to amend his or
her pleadings in the proceeding,

(a) in order to prevent or avoid an order under this section dismissing the proceeding; or

(b) if the proceeding is dismissed under this section, in order to continue the proceeding.

Costs on dismissal

(7) If a judge dismisses a proceeding under this section, the moving party is entitled to costs on
the motion and in the proceeding on a full indemnity basis, unless the judge determines that such

an award is not appropriate in the circumstances.

Costs if motion to dismiss denied

(8) If a judge does not dismiss a proceeding under this section, the responding party is not
entitled to costs on the motion, unless the judge determines that such an award is appropriate in
the circumstances.

Damages

(9) It in dismissing a proceeding under this section, the judge finds that the responding party
brought the proceeding in bad faith or for an improper pu{pose, the judge may award the moving
party such damages as the judge considers appropriate.

Procedural matters
Commencement

137,2 (1) A motion to dismiss a proceeding under section 137.1 shall be made in accordance

with the rules of court, subject to the rules set out in this section, and may be made at any time
after the proceeding has commenced.
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Motion to be heard within 60 days

(2) A motion under section 137.1 shall be heard no later than 60 days after notice of the motion
is filed with the court.

Hearing date to be obtained in advance

(3) The moving party shall obtain the hearing date for the motion from the court before notice of
the motion is served.

Limit on cross-examinations

(4) Subject to subsection (5), cross-examination on any documentary evidence filed by the
parties shall not exceed a total ofseven hours for all plaintiffs in the proceeding and seven hours
for all defendants.

Same, extension of time

(5) A judge may extend the time permitted for cross-examination on documentary evidence if it
is necessary to do so in the interests ofjustice.

LrcnI AND SLANDERACT

4. The Libel and Slander Act is amended by adding the following section:

Col,rl,r uN IcATIoNS oN PUBLIc INTBRBST MlrrnRs

Application of qualified privilege

25. Any qualified privilege that applies in respect of an oral or written communication on a
matter of public interest between two or more persons who have a direct interest in the matter
applies regardless of whether the communication is witnessed or reported on by media
representatives or other persons.
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Protection du droit d la participation aux affaires publiques (Loi de 2015 sur la), L.O. 2015,

chap.23

3. La Loi est modifi6e par adjonction des articles suivants:

PnBvnNTToN DES INSTANCES LIMITANT LA LIBERTB n'BxpRBSSIoN SUR DES AFFAIRES

o' rNrf Rtr puBI,rc (nounsu rrns-nArlr,oNs)

Rejet d'une instance limitant les d6bats

Objets

137.1(1) Les objets du pr6sent article et des articles 137 .2 d 137.5 sont les suivants:

a) encourager les particuliers 2r s'exprimer sur des affaires d'int6r6t public;

b) favoriser une forte participation aux d6bats sur des affaires d'int6r0t public;

c) ddcourager le recours aux tribunaux comme moyen de limiter ind0ment I'expression sur
des affaires d'intdr6t public;

d) r6duire le risque que la participation du public aux d6bats sur des affaires d'int6rdt public
ne soit entrav6e par crainte d'une action en justice.

D6finition du terme <<expression>>

(2) La d6finition qui suit s'applique au pr6sent article

<expression> Toute communication, que celle-ci soit faite verbalement ou non, qu'elle soit
faite en public ou en priv6 et qu'elle s'adresse ou non d une personne ou d une entit6.

Ordonnance de rejet

(3) Sur motion d'une personne contre qui une instance est introduite, un juge, sous r6serve du
paragraphe (4), rejette l'instance si la personne le convainc que l'instance d6coule du fait de

l'expression de la personne relativement d une affaire d'int6r0t public.

Absence de rejet

(4) Un juge ne doit pas rejeter une instance en application du paragraphe (3) si la partie intim6e
le convainc de ce qui suit:

a) il existe des motifs de croire :

(i) d'une part, que le bien-fond6 de I'instance est substantiel,

(ii) d'autre part, que l'auteur de la motion n'a pas de d6fense valable dans l'instance;
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b) le pr6judice que la partie intimde subit ou a subi vraisemblablement du fait de l'expression
de I'auteur de la motion est suffisamment grave pour que l'int6r6t public d permettre la
poursuite de l'instance I'emporte sur I'int6r6t public d prot6ger cette expression.

Suspension des autres 6tapes de I'instance

(5) Une fois qu'une motion est pr6sent6e en vertu du pr6sent article, aucune autre 6tape ne peut
€tre commenc6e dans l'instance par l'une ou I'autre partie tant qu'il n'a pas 6t6 statud de fagon
d6finitive sur la motion, y compris tout appel de celle-ci.

Aucune modification des actes de proc6dure

(6) Sauf ordonnance contraire d'un juge, la partie intim6e ne doit pas 6tre autoris6e d modifier
ses actes de procddure dans I'instance:

a) soit afin d'empdcher ou d'6viter qu'une ordonnance rejetant l'instance ne soit rendue en

application du prdsent article;

b) soit, si I'instance est rejet6e en application du pr6gent article, afin de poursuivre I'instance

D6pens en cas de rejet

(7) Si un juge rejette une instance en vertu du pr6sent article, l'auteur de la motion a droit aux
d6pens aff6rents d la motion et d l'instance sur une base d'indemnisation int6grale, sauf si le juge
d6cide que l'adjudication de ces ddpens n'est pas appropri6e dans les circonstances.

D6pens en cas de refus de la motion en rejet

(8) Si un juge ne rejette pas une instance en application du pr6sent article, la partie intim6e n'a
pas droit aux d6pens afferents d la motion, sauf si le juge d6cide que l'adjudication de ces d6pens
est appropri6e dans les circonstances.

Dommages-int6r6ts

(9) Lorsqu'il rejette une instance en application du prdsent article, le juge qui conclut que la
partie intim6e a introduit I'instance de mauvaise foi ou d une fin ill6gitime peut accorder d
l'auteur de la motion les dommages-int6r6ts qu'il estime appropri6s.

Questions proc6durales

Introduction

137.2 (1) Une motion en rejet d'une instance vis6e d I'article 137.1 est pr6sent6e conformdment
aux rdgles de pratique, sous r6serve des rdgles 6noncdes au pr6sent article. Sa prdsentation peut
se faire ir n'importe quel moment aprds l'introduction de l'instance.
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Motion entendue dans les 60 jours

(2) Une motion vis6e d l'article 137.1 est entendue au plus tard 60 jours aprds le d6pdt de l'avis
de motion auprds du tribunal.

Obtention pr6alable de la date d'audience

(3) L'auteur de la motion obtient du tribunal la date d'audience sur la motion avant la
signification de I'avis de motion.

Limitation des contre-interrogatoires

(4) Sous r6serve du paragraphe (5), le contre-interrogatoire sur tout 6l6ment de preuve
documentaire d6pos6 par les parties ne doit pas d6passer un total de sept heures pour I'ensemble
des demandeurs dans l'instance et de sept heures pour l'ensemble des d6fendeurs.

Idem: prolongation

(5) Un juge peut prolonger la durde accord6e pour le contre-interrogatoire sur tout 6l6ment de

preuve documentaire si cette prolongation est n6cessaire dans l'int6r6t de la justice.

Lor sun LA DTFFAMATToN

4.La Loi sar la diffamation est modifi6e par adjonction de I'article suivant:

Cotutr.luNtcATIoNS suR DES AFFAIRES o'INrBRtr puBLtc

Application de I'immunit6 relative

25. L'immunit6 relative qui s'applique d l'6gard d'une communication verbale ou dcrite portant
sur une affaire d'int6r0t public entre deux personnes ou plus qui ont un intdr6t direct dans
I'affaire s'applique, que des repr6sentants des m6dias ou d'autres personnes soient t6moins de la
communication ou en fassent 6tat.
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